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This evening’s (morning’s) gospel is “a parable about the 

necessity to pray always without becoming weary.” General 

enough, but, let’s deal with something that many have been praying 

for the closer it approaches, that is closer to home, and very much 

in the forefront of many people’s minds, the 2016 presidential 

election. In a recent Pew Research Center survey, in the 2016 

presidential election, there is a significant share of voters who say 

their vote is based more on which candidate they are against rather 

than the candidate they are for. I am one of those voters. 

Having said that, let’s deal with the upcoming presidential 

election from a Catholic perspective. Let’s consider it from the 

intersection of practicing our Catholic faith and exercising our civic 

duty, particularly when it comes to voting.  

First, let’s be clear there has never been a political party in the 

United States that has been perfectly aligned with Catholic teaching 

on every issue. But that does not mean that we are automatically 

free to vote for whatever party we want, because one party can be 

much closer to Catholic principles on the most important issues 

while the other party can be much further. As a result, we must 
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determine which policies and therefore, which party, is most in line 

with Catholic teaching, and which one is not. 

So many subjects are left to the “prudential judgment” of 

Catholic voters. What that means is Catholics can legitimately 

disagree with each other and even with the Church on the best way 

to address issues such as: racial injustice, education, the economy, 

immigration and health care, and still remain in good standing with 

the Church. 

There are, however, other matters that are intrinsic evils. What 

that means is there are actions that can never, at any time, under 

any circumstance be committed, promoted or even enabled by a 

faithful Catholic, or anyone else for that matter. Let’s put intrinsic 

evils to the side and talk about two areas where Catholics could 

exercise prudential judgment. 

One is affirmative action. Affirmative action eliminates 

disadvantages that minorities face when competing, for example, 

for entry into college. In our country, one party favors affirmative 

action to bring justice and balance in our multiracial society. The 

other party holds affirmative action penalizes high achievers by 

giving limited spots in the classroom to less qualified students, 

while denying more qualified students access. So one party sees 
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affirmative action as a matter of justice. The other party sees it as a 

matter of injustice. 

But suppose a candidate for president promoted a policy 

making it legal to kill a black person if that black person created a 

hardship for them getting the education they desired. No one in 

their right mind would vote for that candidate. 

Another issue where one could exercise prudential judgment is 

immigration. One party seeks to allow immigration with very little 

restriction. The other party is concerned that unrestricted 

immigration leads to, among other things, non-citizens taking jobs 

that could be worked by citizens. One party favors open borders. 

The other party favors due process to be admitted into our country. 

Now suppose a candidate for president promoted a policy 

making it legal to kill a Hispanic person if the presence of that 

Hispanic person made it more difficult to pursue one’s career of 

choice. No one in their right mind would vote for that candidate. 

However, there is a candidate in the 2016 race for president, 

along with the political party, who sanctions the killing of blacks and 

Hispanics in the situations previously described under one 

particular condition: that that black person or that Hispanic person, 

or that person “period” is still in his or her mother’s womb. They 

won’t say it that way. They will use words like choice, or 
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reproductive rights or women’s health in order to cover up what 

abortion is and what abortion does. 

Before we discuss the extremely sensitive issue of abortion, I 

want to say a word to any mother in this congregation who has 

chosen abortion. God’s mercy is bigger than your sin and your pain. 

My most painful confessions, yet most freeing in the end are 

confessions when the sin and guilt of abortion is released. I would 

imagine some of these women bought the party line that abortion is 

a “moral” choice, but their guilty conscience afterwards, every day 

since that infamous day, told them otherwise. If you carry that pain, 

go to confession. It’s time to come home. 

Let us return to our duty as Catholics in the public square. 

Women often walk into Planned Parenthood to abort their babies 

because they do not want to jeopardize their education or career. 

So we must acknowledge that those shocking scenarios that I just 

described a minute ago are not only possible, are not only real, but 

they are those most common reason for abortions in America. Even 

the word abortion has been drained of its meaning. We treat it as a 

term that starts a heated debate, rather than a term that murders a 

baby. Those who equate abortion to one issue among many do not 

understand what abortion is or what abortion does. 

Regarding the current presidential debate: 
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 Do you know which presidential candidate and party promotes 

abortion and even intends to expand its availability, both at 

home and abroad?  

 Do you know that this candidate and party intend to make us 

pay for abortions with our tax dollars, even though that has 

always been illegal in our country? This is one reason why we 

are praying the Prayer for Religious Liberty at the end of the 

general intercessions. 

 Are you aware that this candidate and party, until recently said, 

abortion should be safe, legal and rare no longer says that it 

should be rare, but available on every corner, and even up until 

the last moment that a fully formed baby remains in the womb? 

If you do not know which candidate and party I am referring to, 

then do not vote until you do. Ignorance in this area is 

unacceptable. Ignorance in this area is a grave sin of omission. If 

you do know, and you do intend to vote for this candidate, then it 

my duty as a priest to tell you that you may (and I repeat MAY) very 

well be committing a mortal sin, because the three conditions are 

there:  

1. grave matter: it’s serious,  

2. sufficient reflection: you know it’s serious, 

3. full consent of the will: no one is forcing your vote. 
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For Catholics, then, abortion is always, every time, the deal 

breaker. It’s an intrinsic evil, not matter if you look at it from the 

bottom up, from the top down, from the left, or from the right. It’s 

never a both and. It’s always an either or. 

Some say I’m violating the separation of church and state. The 

separation of church and state refers to not having a church-run 

government or a government-run church, and that’s it. In fact, there 

was a great article published in Monday’s The Philadelphia Inquirer, 

“Real history on church and state” to explain this. Nowhere in the 

Constitution or in the Bill of Rights do you find the phrase, 

separation of church and state.  

Others say I am preaching politics. But what does God say to the 

priest who has been entrusted with the spiritual welfare of his 

parish? Today’s second reading is telling. Paul writes to young 

Timothy: 

I charge you in the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who will 
judge the living and the dead, and by his appearing and his kingly 
power: proclaim the word, be persistent whether it is convenient 
or inconvenient; convince, reprimand, encourage through 
patience and teaching. 2TIM 4:1-2 

 

St. Gregory the Great said this: 

Pray for us (priests) so that we may have the strength to work on 
your behalf, that our tongue may not grow weary of exhortation, 
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and that after we have accepted the office of preaching, our 
silence may not condemn us before the just judge. 

 

Most of America think proportionally, meaning, if you have a 

good enough reason, namely, the other good things we support, 

they somehow cancel the evil in which we are choosing to 

participate. 

 Take capital punishment for example. Some will argue that if 

you are against abortion, then you should be against capital 

punishment. Fair enough. The biggest objection to capital 

punishment is suppose the verdict is wrong, due to the many flaws 

in our legal system. An innocent human being would be killed by 

mistake. This very reason to oppose capital punishment is precisely 

the reason to oppose abortion. In an abortion, every time, every 

time, an innocent human being is killed, but with one difference. It is 

never by mistake, but always on purpose. If a person is against 

capital punishment, then they must necessarily be against abortion. 

 What about war? People who oppose war quote statistics on 

the great number of innocent people killed in crossfire. The 

innocent persons killed in war are the greatest tragedies of war. But 

if a person is opposed the accidental killing of the innocent in war, 

but support the abortion candidate with their vote, that is hypocrisy 

in every sense of the word.  Persons opposed to the accidental 
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killing of the innocent in war must necessarily be opposed to 

abortion, as abortion is never accidental, but always intended. 

 So rather than think proportionately, apply the Principle of 

Double Effect, where an action may have good effects and bad 

effect. When the good effects outweigh the bad effects, you’re good 

to go. But when the bad effects outweigh the good effects, the 

action cannot be taken. When a bad effect is an intrinsic evil, the 

bad effect always outweighs the good effect. 

 Some candidates will say they will reduce the number of 

abortions by improving economic conditions. But let’s face facts. 

Abortion is not caused by economic or social conditions, because 

wealthy mothers also abort their children. 

 The Church has been rightly criticized for remaining silent on 

the sexual abuse of innocent children by priests. So why do 

Catholics want their bishops and priests to remain silent on the 

killing of innocent children? 

 A priest is not only protected by the first amendment, at least 

for now, he is also bound by the fifth commandment, “You shall not 

kill.” Priests who do not speak up for the most vulnerable in society 

are priests who condone their killing by their cowardice. 

 So I am not ashamed to preach this homily. I must preach to 

protect innocent human life, as there is no single issue that 
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threatens innocent human life more directly, more consistently, 

more immanently, more frequently and more urgently than the 

deliberate killing of abortion. 

 Since I began preaching, at least 25 babies have been killed in 

an abortion, and they are just the ones that are reported. We have 

an obligation to protect the most innocent among us. Whoever fails 

to do this commits a serious sin of omission. 

Regarding the recent emails volleyed this past week by this 

same political party regarding the backwardness of the Catholic 

Church (and I am using the terminology used in these emails), a 

nationally respected (non-Catholic) attorney experienced in Church-

state affairs responded: 

I was deeply offended by these emails, which are some of the 

worst bigotry by a political machine I have seen. [A] Church 

has an absolute right to protect itself when under attack as a 

faith and Church by civil political forces. That certainly applies 

here . . .  

 

Over the last eight years there has been strong evidence that 

the current administration, with which these people share 

values, has been very hostile to religious organizations. Now 

there is clear proof that this approach is deliberate and will 
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accelerate if these actors have any continuing, let alone louder, 

say in government.  

 

These bigots are actively strategizing how to shape 

Catholicism not to be Catholic or consistent with Jesus’ 

teachings, but to be the “religion” they want it to be. They are, 

at the very core, trying to turn religion to their secular view of 

right and wrong consistent with their politics. This is 

fundamentally why the Founders left England and demanded 

that government not have any voice in religion. Look where we 

are now. We have political actors trying to orchestrate a coup 

to destroy Catholic values, and they even compare their 

takeover to a coup in the Middle East, which amplifies their 

bigotry and hatred of the Church. I had hoped I would never 

see this day—a day like so many dark days in Eastern Europe 

that led to the death of my [Protestant minister] great 

grandfather at the hands of communists who also hated and 

wanted to destroy religion. 

Of course it would be wonderful for this campaign to repudiate 

the content of these ugly WikiLeaks emails. All of us backward-

thinking Catholics who actually believe what Scripture and the 

Church teach would be so very grateful. 
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This is yet another reason why we are praying the Prayer for 

Religious Liberty at the end of the general intercessions. 

I will close this homily by quoting one of the greatest Catholic 

preachers in American History, Bishop Fulton Sheen. Sheen used 

to say that he preferred to live in times when the Church had 

suffered rather than thrived, when the Church had to struggle, when 

the Church had to go against the culture. For it was then that real 

men and real women stood up and were counted. “Even dead 

bodies can float downstream,” Sheen said, pointing out that many 

people can coast when the Church is respected. “But it takes a real 

man, a real woman, to swim against the current.” 

So before you get upset at me and any priest who is man 

enough to swim against the current and fight for the right to life of 

the unborn, by confronting, not a political issue, but a moral issue, 

get more upset over those priests who are not willing to speak the 

truth because they do not want to jeopardize their reputation, 

popularity or comfort level. 

If you take your Catholic faith seriously, then opposing abortion 

is a non-negotiable moral value in the upcoming presidential 

election, and how you vote will speak volumes on whether or not 

you take your Catholic faith seriously. 


